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The following pages represent a report based on the results of a psychological assessment. The profile presented
below summarizes key results in each area compared against general population norms (indicated by the descriptors
Low, Below Average, Average, Above Average, and High) and with norms for high performers in the type of job for
which the candidate is applying (indicated by the shaded areas). The candidate's score is indicated by the diamond
symbol: u
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

After reviewing the assessment results for this candidate, you may want to conduct a structured
interview to further explore and clarify some specific concerns. The interview questions listed
below reflect areas of concern raised by the assessment results. You should keep asking
questions until you have gained confidence in your assessment of the candidate. You can use
some or all of these questions when interviewing the candidate. You will probably want to
customize these questions to best fit your style and what you already know about the candidate
as well as the job for which s/he is being considered. Most of these are behavioral description
items which ask the candidate to describe specific behavior on the job. Some additional
probes which you might want to use with individual questions are:
* When did this take place?
* What factors led up to it?
* What were the outcomes?
* What did others in the organization say about this?
* How often has this type of situation arisen?
* How would you handle it differently in the future?
ASSERTIVENESS
●

Describe a time when you took charge of a difficult situation in your organization and turned it around
into a success.

●

Describe a time when you spoke up on a matter of importance to you, even though you knew it would
not be well-received or when others in the company opposed you.

●

Tell me about a time you took the initiative to get a project started or to complete it in a timely manner.

●

What would you do if you felt that your boss had been ignoring you or not paying attention to your
ideas?

●

Describe a time when you successfully confronted a problem situation that others had trouble dealing
with in the past.

●

Tell me about a time when you effectively negotiated with upper -management to get them to accept
your recommendation over the recommendations of others.

EXTROVERSION
●

Describe a situation when your ability to communicate made a difference in the outcome of a project ,
assignment, or task at work.

●

Tell me how much time you would ideally like to spend each day in meetings and discussion groups on
the type of job for which you are applying.

●

All of us have different styles of interacting and communicating with other people . Describe a situation
where your style did not mesh well with that of another employee. [Probe: How did your styles differ?
What problems did this lead to? What adjustments did you make?]

●

Give me an example of a presentation that you have made where the audience was not particularly
interested in the topic. What did you do? What were the results?
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OPTIMISM
●

Sometimes it helps to prepare for the worst and try to anticipate potential problems at work. Describe a
time when your concerns about possible future problems were justified.

●

What would you say to a coworker whom you felt was being naïve or gullible about some new job they
were considering? If asked, what advice would you give?

●

How do you personally guard against unrealistically high expectations at work or being blindsided by
unanticipated problems?
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